It is noted, by using ideas of Culik, Fich and Salomaa [3], that for each language L and each regular language R the language L fl R is obtained from L# by applying the operation 'a morphism followed by an inverse morphism' twice. As a consequence new purely morphic characterizations, based on the Dyck language R2 and the twin-shuffle language Lz, are derived for the families of context-free and recursively enumerable languages, respectively. Also a morphic representation result for rational transductions follows.
Introduction
One of the main trends in formal language theory is to search for representation results for families of languages. A classical example is the Chomsky-Schtitzenberger theorem: Each context-free language can be expressed in the form h(D, n R) for some Dyck language D,,, some regular language R and some morphism h. Another important result is the Greibach characterization [6] which states that each contextfree language is obtained from a fixed (complicated) context-free language as an inverse morphic image.
Recently Engelfriet and Rozenberg [5] proved that a result similar to the ChomskySchtitzenberger theorem holds also for the family of recursively enumerable languages, i.e. each such language can be expressed in the form h(L, fl R), where R and h are as above and L, is a so-called twin-shuffle language. During the last few years also several other results of the above nature have been established, cf. [2, 4, 5, 8, 9] . Common to most of the characterizations is that they are based on morphisms, either directly or using so-called equality languages.
Our starting point in this note is a recent morphic characterization of regular languages presented in 131: We deduce from the proof of this result the following interesting fact: Given a language L and a regular language R, there exist morphisms hl, h2, h3 and h4 such that
where # denotes a new symbol.
As a consequence we obtain from the above mentioned Chomsky-Schiitzenberger and Engelfriet-Rozenberg theorems new purely morphic characterizations for the families of context-free and recursively enumerable languages. As another matter we believe that our observations bring new light to the independence of the cone operations, cf. [l] . In particular, a morphic representation result for rational transductions follows.
Throughout this note we use the standard terminology of formal language theory, see e.g. 171.
Results
We first generalize Theorem 1 to: Theorem 
Let L be a language over a finite alphabet ZI. For each regular language R cZ* there exist morphisms h,, hz, h3 and h4 such that L fl R = h4h;'h2h;'(L#), where # is a new symbol not in 2.
Proof. The proof differs from that of Theorem 1 only in the definition of h,. However, for the sake of completeness, we briefly repeat the whole construction. Let R -{A} be accepted by a finite nondeterministic automaton A with the state set Q, such that qi is the only initial state, qf is the only final state and, furthermore, there are no transitions to qi. Let Q fl Z = 0.
We define the alphabet ZA to contain all triples (q, a, q') in Q x Z x Q such that there is a transition in A from q to q' labelled by a. Let # be a new symbol not in Q U Z. We define morphisms for all qE Q-{Qi};
h4(a) = a for all a E Z, h4(x) = 13. for allxEQU(#}.
As in [3] it is not difficult to see that these morphisms yield the result if A $ R. If, in turn, Iz E R then a new symbol, say c, must be added to the domain alphabets of h3 and h4 and these morphisms must be extended as /Q(C) = # and h4(#) = ;1. 0 Now, we turn to consequences of Theorem 2. In what follows let Z,, be an n-letter alphabet, say Z, = {a,, . . . , a,,} and for an alphabet Z let 2 = {n 1 a E Z}, where Zn.J?= 9. We recall that, for each n 2 1, the Dyck language 0, consists of exactly those words of (2, UZ,)* which can be reduced to the empty word by the rules aO=A for aEZ,. 
Consequently, L= h(a-'(D2)nR)
. Now, by Theorem 2, there exist morphisms gl, g2, g3 and g4 such that
where # is a new symbol. Let d be an extension of a to the alphabet {Z,, U &} U { #} such that a(#) = #. Then the result follows when we set h4 = hg,, h3 = g3, h2 = g2 and h,=@g,. 0
To be able to state our second corollary we recall the definitions of twin-shuffle languages. For each n 2 1, the twin-shuffle language L, is defined by
where ?rA, for d G Z;, U&, denotes the projection onto d*.
Corollary 2. For each recursively enumerable language L there exist morphisms h,, h2, h3 and h4 such that L = h4h;'h2h['(L2#).
Proof. By the Engelfriet-Rozenberg theorem, L can be expressed in the form h(L, fl R) for some n 2 1, some regular language R and some morphism h. We define a morphism o : (Z,, U &,)*+ (& U &)* by a(a;) = alai and o(ai) = drdi for i=l , **a, n. So it follows that L,= a-'(L2) and the proof continues exactly as in Corollary 1. 0 Few comments are in order. The Greibach characterization of context-free languages is simpler than ours in Corollary 1. However, in our result the starting lan-guage is one of the most typical context-free languages, while in the Greibach's result it is quite complicated. As regards Corollary 2 the situation is analogous, cf. Theorem 6.8 in [9] .
We also want to emphasize the following. For the family Y of languages let X(U) denote its closure under morphisms and inverse morphisms. Then we have for the families of regular, context-free and recursively enumerable languages (denoted by REG, CF and RE, respectively) unified representations:
REG =X(a*#), CF=X(&#) and RE=X(&#).
We conclude this note with another application of Theorem 2. By the Nivat theorem, cf. [l] , each rational transduction 7 : Z*+d* admits the factorization 
